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Dominance is a key aspect of interpersonal relationships. To what extent do nonverbal indicators related to
dominance status translate to a nonanthropomorphic robot? An experiment (N = 25) addressed whether a mobile robot’s motion style can influence people’s perceptions of its status. Using concepts from improv theater
literature, we developed two motion styles across three scenarios (robot makes lateral motions, approaches,
and departs) to communicate a robot’s dominance status through nonverbal expression. In agreement with
the literature, participants described a motion style that was fast, in the foreground, and more animated as
higher status than a motion style that was slow, in the periphery, and less animated. Participants used fewer
negative emotion words to describe the robot with the purportedly high-status movements versus the purportedly low-status movements, but used more negative emotion words to describe the robot when it made
departing motions that occurred in the same style. This result provides evidence that guidelines from improvisational theater for using nonverbal expression to perform interpersonal status can be applied to influence
perception of a nonanthropomorphic robot’s status, thus suggesting that useful models for more complicated
behaviors might similarly be derived from performance literature and theory.
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1 INTRODUCTION
An important aim of robotics for use in daily life is to create creatures capable of social expression
[12]. Dominance is a key part of social expression in primates and other animals because it can be
used to resolve conflicting goals or to place oneself in a social hierarchy. Researchers have explored
how dominance can be perceived in anthropomorphic robots using dominance cues from interpersonal psychology, such as standing or relative height [25, 33]. However, broader guidelines on how
to express dominance are missing in the human–robot interaction literature. Recent literature has
indicated that guidelines and movement systems from dance and theater can be applied to nonanthropomorphic robot behavior to indicate mood or intent [23]. In Impro, Johnstone describes how
to manipulate perceived status using motion: “the preferred position of a servant is usually at the
edge of the master’s ‘parabola of space’. . . he invades the master’s space ‘unwillingly’. . . the servant has to be quiet, to move neatly. . . so that their bodies take up a minimum of space” [22, p. 64].
It would be useful to learn whether dominance behaviors used in improvisational theater can be
applied to nonanthropomorphic robots to communicate status, which would allow human–robot
interaction designers to draw on a larger potential body of performance knowledge in designing
nonanthropomorphic robot behaviors.
Can a nonanthropomorphic robot’s motion be used to communicate its status? Do principles
of dominance status found in improvisational theater translate to a robot? The present study addressed these questions by comparing a robot motion path designed based on how Johnstone
alleges that a “master” or a “servant” would move. The goal is to examine whether a robot’s motion path could influence people’s impressions of its dominance status, viewing dominance as a
variable state rather than an inherent trait.
2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Dominance in People and Robots
Dominance refers to situation-dependent interaction patterns in which one person’s assertion of
control is met by another’s acquiescence (cf. [10]). People are more satisfied when interacting
with a partner who is complementary in dominance (e.g., dominant when they are subordinate)
compared to similar in dominance [9]. People also adopt behavior that is complementary to the
dominance of an interaction partner (e.g., acting dominant when their partner acts subordinate)
[46]. Nonverbal indicators of dominance include high amount of eye contact, close proximity, and
expansive body postures [2, 21]. These indicators of interpersonal dominance have been used to
design humanoid technology agents; for example, Isbister and Nass [18] varied the extraversion
of a computer character’s speech and gestures to make it similar or complementary in dominance
to a person.
It is therefore unsurprising that past work on dominance in robots mostly conveys dominance
using principles from interpersonal psychology. Li et al. [25] found that people disliked a humanoid
robot when it spoke dominantly and used dominant posture compared to subordinate speech and
posture. Groom et al. [15] found that people disliked a humanoid robot when it blamed its user for
poor performance (an evaluative act that can be used to establish dominance) compared to when it
did not. Roubroeks et al. [37] found that people experienced higher psychological reactance when
a humanoid robot was dominant by giving highly threatening advice compared to nonthreatening advice. Rae et al. [33] found that people spoke more with a telepresence robot and had better
impressions of themselves when the robot had a low height compared to a taller and more dominant height. Dautenhahn et al. [8] found that some people mentioned a front approach by a robot
being more threatening compared to a side approach. Saerbeck and Bartneck [39] found that a
robot accelerating quickly was more dominant than when it accelerated slowly. Past research on
dominance in robots overlooks improv theater literature; yet, improv literature such as [22] can
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Table 1. Indicators of Dominant Motion Inspired by Improv Used in This Work
Indicator
Trajectory

Speed

Spin rotation

Rising motion

Length (lateral
scenario only)

Reference in
Johnstone [22]
“master’s
‘parabola of
space’” (p. 64)
“Strolling” vs.
“hesitant” motion
(p. 59)
“Turn their backs
when they leave”
(p. 48)
“straight” vs.
“shrink” (p. 37,
p. 64)
“Expansive” vs.
“restrained” space
(p. 59)

Reference in
Other Sources
Curvature only:
Saerbeck and
Bartneck [39]
Saerbeck and
Bartneck [39]

Purported High
Status (Motion A)
In front of person,
within 60 degrees
Fast speed, 0.4m/s

Purported Low
Status (Motion B)
To the side of
person, outside
60 degrees
Slow speed, 0.2m/s

n/a

Present

Absent

Height only: Rae
et al. [33]

Present, 3 cm

Absent

Huang et al. [21]

Large

Small

give new insight into dominance in robots because it features a broad range of performative guidelines for gesture and locomotion, which is particularly important for nonanthropomorphic robots.
2.2

Dominance in the Performing Arts Applied to Robot Design

Dominance is recognized in improv literature as important for believable interaction between
people. Improvisational theater uses gesture, locomotion, and speech to express an actor’s dominance at a given moment. These “dominance status” behaviors [22] communicate an actor’s inthe-moment state rather than an inherent trait. Dominance status is separate from social status
because characters can pretend to be higher or lower status than their actual social standing [38].
Improvisational theater teaches strategies to create believable motions rather than specifying how
to behave in a scene [44]. Facing a person, moving in front of the individual, moving freely in a
space, and approaching a person without hesitation are high-status behaviors used by actors [22,
p. 59]. Table 1 shows how these principles offer a unique perspective on the generation of dominance that differs from psychology-based works: for example, Johnstone defines a parabolic area
as important for trajectory, whereas Saerbeck and Bartneck [39] look only at curvature of motion.
Improv principles use the same variables as past work on dominance in robots, but manipulate
them in a different way.
Many other concepts and techniques from the performing arts have already been successfully
applied to creating new expressions in robots. Laban motion analysis is a theater technique that
groups human motion into key components (e.g., space, effort) that are perceivable by audiences
and useful for performers [30]. Knight and Simmons [23] asked experts trained in Laban techniques
to create emotional motions for a nonanthropomorphic robot, which they used to train machinelearning algorithms. Participants who saw 2D graphical renderings of the robot motion were able
to judge better than chance which of six different manners (e.g., shy) each represented. Butler and
Agah [4] also used Laban to design three approaches for a robot. They found that participants
rated a 40in/sec frontal approach by a robot to be very unpleasant compared to a 10in/sec frontal
or a 20in/sec side approach, particularly when the robot had a tall humanoid body versus when it
had only a short base. They also found that people preferred a robot to pass by with motion that
did not stop rather than motion that did. Sharma et al. [41] had an artist design motion paths for
a quadcopter based on the Laban effort system. Motions that were meandering and quick were
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perceived as having more positive valence than those that were direct and slow. Motions that
were meandering, strong, quick, and curvy were perceived as having higher arousal than those
that were direct, light, slow, and straight. Lourens et al. [27] compared Laban experts’ analysis of
the hand motions of actors expressing emotions with acceleration profiles and argued that Laban
could serve as a common language for robots and humans. Apart from the Laban system, Takayama
et al. [45] used character animation to design robot motion and found that robot gaze and head
motion improved participants’ ratings of forethought in the robot. Improvisational theater experts
designed movements for the same robot used in the current work [19] but evaluated the effect of the
resulting movements on the percentage of people who placed their feet on the robot and qualitative
themes [42] rather than people’s perception of dominance status. We note that these works mostly
use Laban analysis and have not explored whether their techniques can convey dominance in a
robot. Given past successes in applying animation and Laban theater techniques to robots, we
hypothesize that improvisational theater techniques that actors use to convey dominance will be
similarly effective for robots.
Hypothesis 1: Purported high-status robot motion will be perceived as higher dominance status than purported low-status robot motion.
Apart from a description of how to communicate dominance, improv literature also describes
the effect of dominance on an audience. Dominance is a “see-saw” [22]: one person goes up when
the other goes down. Thus, we also investigate whether robot motion designed using theater techniques can elicit feelings of relational dominance or acquiescence in a person.
Hypothesis 2: Purported high-status robot motion will be perceived as dominating
its user more than purported low-status robot motion.
Moreover, people may cheer up when a robot lowers its dominance because they rise by
contrast—unless they identify with the robot and “sit on [its] end of the see-saw” [22]. We therefore
also test whether dominance behaviors from improv theater affect people’s emotional responses.
Research Question: Will purported high-status robot motion receive comments that are higher
or lower in emotional tone than purported low-status robot motion?
We note that a variety of techniques from areas of the performing arts could be used to design
dominance in a robot. For example, Chekhov’s “psychological gesture” condenses the state of a
character into a single motion that can be shown to the audience or imagined in the actor’s mind
to guide a performance [6]; for example, a large upward motion of the arms to represent a dominant personality. Grotowski’s “poor theater” focuses on actors’ kinesthetic learning by physically
moving and manipulating their bodies [16], which could lead to motion that affects physiological
dominance more than verbal explanation. Biomechanics is a method of teaching actors how the
body executes physical reflexes to external stimuli [14] that might also be used to guide the design of dominance. A non-improv actor handbook (e.g., [38, p. 84]) mentions that high dominance
status can be achieved by showing people one’s self-improvement, which is difficult for a robot.
We focus on improv theater literature [22] because it addresses dominance more explicitly than
the above work.
2.3 Design and Communicativeness of Nonanthropomorphic Robot Motion
Performing arts’ guidelines for gesture and locomotion may be a particularly valuable source of
inspiration for nonanthropomorphic robots that are not capable of speech. These “RObjects” [11,
47] are everyday objects fitted with wheels. Examples include chairs that park themselves after
a meeting [1]; benches that automatically move down a queue while their users stay seated [28];
ottomans that place themselves in front of a user’s feet [42]; trash cans that drive to passersby [49,
ACM Transactions on Human-Robot Interaction, Vol. 8, No. 1, Article 4. Publication date: March 2019.
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50]; and storage boxes that move toward clutter to teach children to clean their rooms [11]. Since
performing artists may be accustomed to using simple motions to establish relational narratives,
their principles may work with “abstract robots” in which the artifact embodies only a core abstract
concept to tap into observers’ diverse experience of that concept.
Past work on nonanthropomorphic robots has found that their motion can be highly expressive but has not looked at whether their motion can be designed to effectively express dominance.
Cauchard et al. [5] used aesthetics to design motions for three roles of a flying drone (an adventurer was represented with high speed, spins, and flips; anti-social was represented with moderate
speed and brief stops; and exhausted was represented with slow speed and wobbles). They found
that people could identify the correct emotions corresponding to each role (correctness determined by a pretest without the robot) and the drone’s intent (e.g., take photo) better than chance.
Löffler et al. [26] also used aesthetics to design fast rotations and circular motion in a ground robot to express joy, slow rotations away from the user for sadness, jumpy movements away from
the user for fear, and shaking movements toward the user for anger. They found that fear is best
communicated by motion, joy is best communicated by sound plus motion, and other emotions
are best communicated by color and sound. Song and Yamada [43] used human–computer interaction literature to design high vibration for joy, low vibration for sadness and very high vibration
for anger in a robot. They found that participants are able to identify which of four emotions a
vibrating robot communicates better than chance. Yamaji et al. [49] did not specify the method
that they used to design motion and found that a robotic trashcan can better communicate its
intent to collect garbage by moving toward garbage as opposed to moving toward a user; people
also picked up garbage more frequently when the robot moved toward the garbage compared to
when it moved toward the person. Young et al. [52] used participants to puppet a robot’s motion
to express various roles (e.g., stalker) and used resulting data to train machine-learning algorithms
capable of generating those roles. They found that participants could identify the role when the
motions were played back to them in a random order. Walker et al. [48] looked at mixed-reality
literature to create different motion indicators for a drone robot. They found that a flying drone’s
intent was clearer when it used augmented reality markers than when it did not but did not explore variations in motion alone. Fink et al. [11] designed a robot’s motion to be proactive or
reactive and found that children explored more with a proactive robotic box that moved around a
room while wiggling and tidied up more with a reactive robotic box that wiggled only after toys
were put inside but did not evaluate how children perceived the robot. Pacchierotti et al. [31] used
proxemics to design motions for a robot that passes people in a hallway. They found that people preferred when the robot moves to the side earlier rather than later and quickly rather than
slowly. Given these works demonstrating that people are able to recognize emotion and proactiveness through motion of a nonanthropomorphic robot plus other work demonstrating that people
can identify signs of dominance in the motion of 2D shapes on a screen [17], we use a nonanthropomorphic robot in the current research as a test of a lower bound for perception of dominance in
robots.
3

CURRENT STUDY

The present work evaluates whether motion style can influence people’s perception of a nonanthropomorphic robot’s dominance. We test whether this effect can be achieved through motion
designed using principles from improv theater about the expression of dominance in interpersonal communication. We hypothesize that people will perceive purported high-status motion as
higher-dominance status and higher relational dominance than purported low-status motion. We
also explore whether people prefer purported high-status or low-status motions for three usage
scenarios of a robot footstool to obtain scenario-specific design recommendations.
ACM Transactions on Human-Robot Interaction, Vol. 8, No. 1, Article 4. Publication date: March 2019.
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4 MATERIALS AND METHODS
4.1 Participants
Twenty-five English-speaking participants (16 female, 9 male) affiliated with Stanford University
between the ages of 19 and 46 (mean [M] = 21.4, standard deviation [SD] = 5.1) received $20 for
their participation. The Human Subjects Research Board at Stanford University approved the study.
4.2

Study Design

A 2 (motion style: purported high-status motion vs. purported low-status motion) × 3 (scenario:
lateral movement, approach vs. depart) within-participants experiment was conducted to investigate the effect of two different improv-inspired motion styles on people’s perception of a robot’s
status. Motion styles were designed using concepts from improvised theater [19, 22] (see Table 1)
by a member of the research team.
4.3 Procedure
The study took place in a university laboratory room set up as a living room. After granting consent, participants were asked to sit in a chair and were instructed as follows: “Please pretend that
you are at home by yourself in your living room and relaxing. You are browsing the Internet on
the laptop in front of you. The robot is elsewhere in the room, in the ‘background.’ You aren’t
specifically watching it.” This sitting and observing procedure was used in past studies in dominance with robots [8, 33, 39], perhaps because it controls for participant location. Participants
then saw six trials: the three scenarios for either purported high-status or purported low-status
motion (depending on random assignment), then the three scenarios for the other motion style.
Each trial consisted of four phases. In the waiting stage, the participant browsed the Internet. In the
motion phase, the robot executed a movement. In the interview stage, the participant was asked
open-ended questions by a human interviewer sitting at the other end of the room (beginning
with “How would you describe the robot’s movement?” with prompts “How would you describe
its personality if you think it had any?” and “How much, if at all, do you feel like the robot is relating to you?”). In the survey stage, the participant answered two questions on perceived relational
dominance (“The robot tried to dominate me” and “The robot tried to control the interaction”) [3].
The experiment lasted 30 minutes.
4.4 Materials
The robotic ottoman is a 0.5m tall1 , cube-shaped, 3-degrees-of-freedom robot footstool (Figure 1;
from [42]). The robot was able to move forward or backward, rotate, and lift itself up or down. It
was built using an iRobot Create with a dark brown polyurethane leather-like covering.
4.5 Wizard of Oz
A hidden remote operator (“Wizard of Oz”) controlled the robot using a live video feed of the
study room and a game controller wirelessly connected to the robot. The same wizard ran all
sessions. This method was used to support user evaluation of a design prototype prior to full
autonomy and technical constraints [7]. The wizard had 1 month of experience using the robot
and 3 days of training for the specific motions outlined in the present study. Training was focused
on ensuring that the purported high-status and low-status motions appeared as outlined in Table 1.
Although reproducing perfectly identical motion was difficult owing to limitations in the robot’s
mechanical system and floor traction, training sessions ensured relatively consistent behavior (as
recommended by [36]).
1 The

robot is 41% of the average male and 45% of the average female sitting eye height for U.S. adults.
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Fig. 1. Photo of robot footstool.

4.6

Analysis

Interview responses were categorized into high-, neutral-, and low-status perception of the robot
using directed qualitative content analysis [20, 29, 40, p. 170]. Three independent researchers blind
to condition read through a randomized list of interview transcripts, marking all text that described
the robot’s status. Two 1-hour collaborative sessions at the third-way point resulted in a common
code book (Table 2). Perceived status of a given trial was the average score given by the three
coders [35, p. 298]. Interrater reliability (Fleiss’s Kappa) was 0.651, a value interpreted as substantial
agreement [24].
Emotional tone was calculated using LIWC2 [32] as the number of negative emotion words
divided by the total number of words, since negative emotion words were stronger than positive
ones in prior work [8].
We compared the ratings given by the participants who saw purported high-status motion first
with those who saw purported low-status motion first to assess carryover effects in our repeatedmeasures study design. There were no significant differences between the orders for perceived
dominance status, t(21) = 0.78, p = 0.45, or perceived relational dominance, t(22) = 1.2, p = 0.23.
All statistical analyses were done using R version 3.4.2 and RStudio.
5

RESULTS

5.1 Perceived Dominance Status
Repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA)3 revealed a significant main effect of motion
style on perceived dominance status (Figure 2), F1,17 = 5.7, p = 0.029, η p 2 = 0.25. Participants spoke

2 http://liwc.wpengine.com.
3 Modeled as status ∼ motion style * scenario + Error (participant/(motion style * scenario)). Analyses were repeated using
lmer mixed-effects modeling and yielded similar results. Partial eta squared effect sizes were estimated as the sum of squares
of the effect divided by that sum of squares plus the residual sum of squares.
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Table 2. Code Book for Perceived Status Dominance
Value
+1

Meaning
Robot shows
high status.

Indicators
Confident, strong, decisive,
standoffish, dominant,
obedient w/ determineda

0

Robot shows
neutral status.

Equal to mea (no
status-related comments)

–1

Robot shows
low status.

Not confident, nervous,
anxious, shy, indecisive,
servant, confuseda , obedient
w/o determineda

Example
“Reversing or just kind of turned away,
immediately drove away from me and kind
of got to its point and then went over back to
the spot by the wall. So maybe a little
dismissive or like . . . Yeah, I guess that’s like
. . . That’s kind of . . . Felt like maybe it was
dissatisfied.” (+1, all 3 coders)
“Some movement is a little bit small back
and forward. I feel like its personality is
scared or timid, shy. It’s relating to me in a
way there, even though it’s shy, it’s also
willing to put theirselves [sic] out there. If
people were to tell it to do something, it
wouldn’t. In some ways, it could also be
disobedient.” (0, all 3 coders)
“Obedient, ah. A dog. Happy.” (–1,
all 3 coders)

a Obedience was coded as the robot having low status, except when paired with “determined,” in which case two researchers
coded as low status and one coded as high status. “Equal to me” was neutral unless paired with high status indicators, in
which case it was coded as high status. “Confused” was coded as low status only if it was accompanied by other words
suggesting low status.
Interrater reliability among 3 coders was Fleiss’s κ = 0.651. Indicators are words participants used that were judged to be
related to status.

Fig. 2. Horizontal proportion plot of the effect of motion path on interview transcript codes by behavior
mode. Participants spoke of the robot as being higher status with Motion A (purported high status) than
with Motion B (purported low status). Numbers give the total counts from all coders, excluding responses
that were given no code.
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Fig. 3. Horizontal bar plot of the effect of motion path on perceived relational dominance by behavior mode.
Motion path was purported high status (Motion A) or purported low status (Motion B). Error bars show 95%
CI.

of the robot as being higher status (see Table 2) with purported high-status motion than purported
low status motion, M = –0.24, SD = 1.0 vs. M = –0.54, SD = 0.8, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.04
< μ motion style A – μ motion style B < 0.57. No main effect of scenario, F2,38 = 2.6, p = 0.09, η p 2 = 0.12, or
interaction effect was found, F2,32 = 0.1, p = 0.91, η p 2 = 0.01. Hypothesis 1 was supported.
5.2 Perceived Relational Dominance
Repeated measures ANOVA revealed no significant main or interaction effects on perceived relational dominance (Figure 3). No significant differences were found in the perception of the robot’s
relational dominance for motion style, F1,22 = 2.6, p = 0.12, η p 2 = 0.11, scenario, F2,45 = 1.2, p = 0.32,
η p 2 = 0.05, or their interaction, F2,45 = 0.5, p = 0.61, η p 2 = 0.02. Hypothesis 2 was not supported.
5.3

Emotional Tone

Repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant motion style × scenario interaction for emotional tone (Figure 4): F2,43 = 4.8, p = 0.013, η p 2 = 0.18. Participants spoke less negatively when
the robot used purported high-status versus purported low-status motion in the lateral movement
scenario but spoke more negatively about a robot that used motion that occurred in the same style
in the departing scenario. This addresses the research question by finding that people’s preference
for a high- versus low-status robot is based on the scenario.
Participants spoke about purported high-status motion in the lateral scenario as being active,
e.g., “I have a dog. . . sometimes I’m aware that they’re sort of cruising around at about this range,
like doing their own thing, but I have a little bit of like, ‘Oh. I wonder what they’re up to.’ There
was a hint of that. . . with this guy.” Conversely, participants spoke negatively about purported
low-status motion in the lateral scenario because the robot did not demonstrate greater movement
capability or felt “restless.” Participants seeing purported high-status motion in the depart scenario
said the robot appeared “offended” or “annoyed.” Participants seeing purported low-status motion
in the depart scenario said that the robot appeared to be “shy” or “obedient.”
ACM Transactions on Human-Robot Interaction, Vol. 8, No. 1, Article 4. Publication date: March 2019.
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Fig. 4. Horizontal bar plot of the effect of motion path on emotional tone by behavior mode. A robot footstool was perceived more positively with purported high-status behavior while idling but was perceived less
positively with purported high-status behavior while departing. Error bars show 95% CI.

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Overview of Results
An abstract, nonanthropomorphic robot’s motion path can influence how people perceive its dominance status. People perceived a robot that moved with purported high status as higher status than
one that moved with purported low status. In addition, a robot that moved with purported high
status was liked more than one that moved with purported low status when it was making lateral movements unrelated to the person, but people felt the opposite when it was departing from
them.
6.2

Theoretical Implications

The motion paths that human actors use to convey interpersonal dominance can also make an
abstract, nonanthropomorphic robot seem dominant. This is because we inherently see and respond to social cues in locomotion, even when those cues come from a robot instead of a person
[13, 17, 34]. This is in spite of the fact that the robot used in the current study did not have a
human morphology, a human-like face, or markings indicating it had a front side to it. Perhaps
most important, our finding demonstrates that improv literature can be used to extend the design
space of robot motion expressivity to include status. Expressing status is particularly attractive
for robots with limited capabilities because it might be reliable for observers to identify, since its
categorization into high and low dominance is more constrained than emotion (e.g., valence and
arousal, each of which can be high and low) or intent (e.g., one of a multitude of possible intents).
6.3 Design Implications
Designers can apply status behaviors that actors use to a robot to influence the robot’s perceived
status. Purported high-status motion (fast speed, in front of a person, with lifts) can make a nonanthropomorphic robot appear higher status than purported low-status motion (low speed, to the
side of a person, without lifts). Designers can shift from purported high-status to low-status motion to suit the robot’s current situation. Whether people prefer a nonanthropomorphic robot to
ACM Transactions on Human-Robot Interaction, Vol. 8, No. 1, Article 4. Publication date: March 2019.
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have high versus low status depends on context. In a departing scenario, people prefer a robot
that moves with low status, possibly because people view themselves as high status and prefer
complementary behavior. In a lateral-motion scenario, people prefer a robot that moves with high
status, perhaps because it is not interacting with them.
6.4

Limitations and Future Work

Can motion paths using purported high- and low-status motion from improvisational theater literature make autonomous vehicles, security bots, or other objects appear high or low status? This is
an open question since we did not test multiple robotic forms. Improv literature recommends that
actors be given context to arrive at their own design choices [44]; similarly, we presented a general
design method of using literature from the performing arts to design a robot’s motions to suit its
context. A larger robot using the same motion paths as the current robot may lead greater intimidation and dislike with a dominant approach than the robot in this study (cf. [8]). A stationary
robot with manipulators would also need different motions.
Participants felt that the robot was acting dominant with purported high-status motion, but
not that it was dominating them. This may be a limitation of the within-participant design. Since
relational dominance was measured using survey items after each robot behavior was presented,
participants may have thought more thoroughly about whether a footstool could be dominant
than in a between-participant design.
In our study design, the robot had only one role (i.e., to serve the user). We expect that dominance
status behaviors would be more interpretable in a robot that switches between high-and low-status
tasks—for example, an ottoman that is subordinate when it approaches its user’s feet but dominant
when it pushes away an intruder. Our study also took place in a laboratory, whereas conducting
the study in participants’ homes or with a realistic secondary task (e.g., watching a video on a
laptop) could add to its external validity. We assessed people’s perceptions of robot motion, but it
would be interesting to test whether purported high-status or low-status motions influence how
people behave with robots as future work.
We also note that the variables that we chose to manipulate (such as trajectory and speed)
have been used for other concepts apart from dominance, such as affect (e.g., by Yoshioka et al.
[51]). This may be a potential confounder and challenge in studying dominance in robots, since
there is not yet an “established” manipulation of dominance for nonanthropomorphic robots. It is
possible that affect, extraversion, or another characteristic was a mediator for people’s perception
of dominance in our study. Although we tried to address this by including open-ended questions,
future studies could use generative coding methods or explore other perceived characteristics in
the robot alongside dominance to establish a more detailed understanding of how people perceive
the robot’s motion.
7

CONCLUSIONS

We find that the purported movement patterns alleged by Johnstone [22] to indicate status do, in
fact, seem to affect user perception of a robot as we would expect them to. Participants judged
two motion styles with different dominance behaviors varying in speed, trajectory, and presence
of spins. They perceived a nonanthropomorphic robot that used purported high-status motion as
higher status than when it used purported low-status motion. The motion of a robot that moves
independently in people’s homes can influence how people perceive its dominance status, which
might help to shape people’s expectations and behaviors. This suggests that models for more
complicated robot behaviors may profitably be drawn from theatrical performance literature and
theory.
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